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How do we generate coherent, 
diverse, and interesting 
personifications?

Important for:
- Dialogue systems
- AI-assisted creative writing

Challenges:
- No explicit structure (unlike similes which 

use ‘like’ or ‘as’)
- Not as loosely defined as metaphors
- Require model to understand the 

concept of animacy



PersonifCorp Dataset
- 511 diverse personifications
- Gathered from various sources:

- *CL Prior Art (e.g. Deja Image Captions dataset (Chen et al., 2015))
- Kaggle/SemEval tasks (e.g. http://www.kaggle.com/datasets/varchitalalwani/figure-of-speech)

- Test set: Human-annotated list of (literal, personification) pairs

Task
Given a literal sentence, convert the sentence to a sentence containing a 
personification.

http://www.kaggle.com/datasets/varchitalalwani/figure-of-speech


In order to train such a model, we will need personification+literal training pairs.

Given our PersonifCorp dataset of personifications, how 
do we “de-personify” a sentence?



Automatic Parallel Corpus Creation

We “de-personify” the personifications using the pipeline below.



Automatic Parallel Corpus Creation

1. TOPIC-ATTRIBUTE Extraction

TOPIC = a noun phrase that acts 
as a logical subject

ATTRIBUTE = the distinctly 
animate action or characteristic that 
is being ascribed to the TOPIC

Dependency parse trees + iterative 
merging algorithm to determine the 
TOPICs and ATTRIBUTEs of a 
given sentence.



Automatic Parallel Corpus Creation

2. Candidate Generation
Use COMET’s (Bosselut et al., 
2019) ConceptNet relations (Speer 
et al., 2017) as a proxy for 
animacy.

- IsA(x, “person”)

She did not realize that opportunity was knocking 
on her door.

(She, did not realize) – animate (we ignore)
(opportunity, knocking on her door) – inanimate

Use pre-trained BART to 
generate k=10 candidates for 
each inanimate TOPIC.

She did not realize that opportunity was <mask>.
Top k=10 candidates:

- “knocking at her door”
- “present”
- “lost”
- …
- “going to arrive“



Automatic Parallel Corpus Creation

3. Candidate Selection
Given k=10 replacement candidates, design a ranking system to select the most 
appropriate candidate:
1. Animacy –                                                where A(X, ATT) is the COMET CapableOf 

score between X and the ATTRIBUTE
2. Fluency – use BART’s generation scores (sum of individual token logits)
3. Meaning Preservation – BERTScore between original sentence and de-personified 

candidate sentence

Select the candidate with the highest Si score.



Training + Generation

- After de-personifying the 
dataset, we use the 
personification+literal pairs 
to train a seq2seq model 
with the literal sentences. as 
the input and personified 
sentences as outputs.

- Specifically, we use the 
BART model.



Experimental Setup

Models:
- COMET: No training at all. Adapt our de-personification pipeline, but this time to 

personification generation. Use IsA(x,”person”), CapableOf(TOPIC, y), and 
CapableOf(“person”, y) to generate candidates + rank to select the best personifications.

- Baseline-BART: Similar to COMET, except use BART to generate candidates
- PINEAPPLE-BART: Our proposed model (seq2seq training with personification+literal 

training pairs)

Evaluation metrics: 
- Automatic: BLEU, BERTScore, Fluency, Animacy
- Human (1 to 5 scale): Personificationhood, Appropriateness, Fluency, Interestingness, 

Meaning Preservation



Results (Automatic Metrics)
- BLEU and BERTScore – measure if outputs preserve meaning of original

- Fluency – generation losses (log-perplexity) using GPT2

- Animacy –                                            as previously defined



Results (Human Evaluation)

Human annotators were asked to score each model’s outputs on a scale of 1 to 5 
along 5 dimensions, as shown below: 



Results (Qualitative Analysis)

- Can capture cases where the 
ATTRIBUTE is a noun (“is a ghost”), 
a verb (“yells”), and an adjective 
(“very lonely”)

- Can replace and generate 
multi-word phrases (e.g. “key”→”a 
ghost”, “hit Frank”→”clapped”)

- Can replace multiple segments in a 
single sentence (last row: “hit Frank” 
→ ”clapped”, “hurt” → “cry”)



arXiv preprint: 
https://arxiv.org/abs/2209.07752 

Dataset + code: 
https://github.com/sedrickkeh/PINEAPPLE 
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